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Stratex has now formalised the agreement with NTF to develop the Inlice and
Altintepe oxide gold projects. NTF will continue to fund scoping/pre-feasibility and
feasibility studies for both projects before making the decision to move into
production. The joint venture company is targeting production for 18 months and
36 months for Inlice and Altintepe respectively. Stratex currently has sufficient
funds for 22 months with which it will continue to develop a portfolio of projects in
Turkey and Ethiopia. We maintain our BUY recommendation with a target price of
7.6p per share, slightly decreased following the admission of shares from the
company’s placing to raise £1.3 million on 27 January.
Stratex valuation
Component
NTF JV

Project

BUY

Value (£m)

Value Per Share (p)

Inlice (45 % of NPV10)

4.1

1.43

Altintepe (45% of NPV10)

11.9

4.15

Centerra JV

Oksut

1.8

0.65

Teck JV

Hasançelebi

1.2

0.42

Cash and Investments
TOTAL

Sheba Exploration

2.6
21.7

0.94
7.60

Stratex has now formally signed a Definitive Agreement with NTF Insaat Ticaret Ltd Sti
(NTF) to jointly develop the 98,000 ounce Inlice and 472,318 ounce Altintepe oxide gold
projects. The joint venture terms have been finalised and to this end, the joint venture
company (JVC) NS Madencilik has now been established.
NTF can earn into 55% of the JVC by completing pre-feasibility and feasibility studies at
Inlice. The Altintepe project will be the subject of initial scoping and pre-feasibility studies,
the successful outcome of which will see Altintepe also transferred into the JVC and the
commencement of pre-feasibility and feasibility studies. Ultimate implementation of the
agreement will occur following a closure period that will allow for completion of a number of
administrative matters.
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The terms of the agreement are as follows:
•

NTF to pay Stratex US$1 million

•

NTF to fund Inlice feasibility studies up to US$2 million.

•

NTF to fund Altintepe scoping and pre-feasibility studies up to $500,000, a successful
outcome leading to funding of feasibility studies up to a further US$2 million

FTSE All Share rebased to CEY

•

To fund further development at Inlice, NTF and Stratex may obtain debt funding or
Stratex may contribute, dilute and/or accept a $2 million loan from NTF. At Altintepe
Stratex will have the option to contribute or dilute

Westhouse
Securities
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Stratex International and is paid fees
for these services.
For important regulatory disclosures,
please refer to the information on
page 3 of this report.
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JVC studies
NTF has already been funding the scoping and pre-feasibility studies at the two gold projects since the MOU was
signed in June 2009. At Inlice these studies include completion of 899 metres of infill drilling on the Ana East and
Gap Zones, channel sampling of the eastern extension of Ana East, and further drill-definition of the talus resource.
At Altintepe, these studies include an environmental baseline study, reviews of past drilling and recommendations
for resource drilling.
The JVC intends to fast-track Inlice into production during H2 2011 with a provisional mine life of three years,
subject to the feasibility studies. Current estimates of production are not less than 25,000 ounces per annum.
Production at Altintepe is provisionally planned to commence in three years time at rates of between 30,000 and
50,000 ounces per annum, over a mine life of eight to nine years.
Exploration portfolio

In addition to Inlice and Altintepe, Stratex is advancing its exploration portfolio in Turkey and Ethiopia. In Turkey,
in conjunction with its joint venture partner Centerra Gold Inc., Stratex intends to drill test key outcropping zones
and extend geophysical surveys over the wider Öksüt project. At Hasançelebi, which the company is developing
through its joint venture with Teck Resources, the company is planning a minimum 2,000 metres drill programme
that will be funded by Teck.
In Ethiopia, the focus will be drilling of the Tsemmetti gold target within the Shehagne licence. This is scheduled
for H2 2010. In addition to the drilling, Stratex will continue exploration within the Shehagne licence with a focus
on the search for mesothermal gold and VMS-type gold-base metal deposits. At the Megenta licence, in the Afar
region of the Rift Valley, drilling is planned during H2 2010 to test for low-sulphidation epithermal mineralisation.
Valuation and recommendation

The signing of the Definitive Agreement is one step closer to monetising the Inlice and Altintepe gold projects. The
company remains on track with its development plan for the two gold projects whilst continuing to grow its
exploration portfolio in Turkey and Ethiopia. Stratex has cash of £2.6 million, sufficient to take it through the next
22 months or so. An additional US$1.0 million from NTF is anticipated upon closing the agreement. We maintain
our BUY recommendation with a target price of 7.6p per share.
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RATINGS, CERTIFICATION AND DISCLOSURES
Westhouse Securities Limited is a member of the London Stock Exchange and is authorised and regulated by the
Financial Services Authority. Registered in England and Wales, No. OC305445 Registered Office 12th Floor, One Angel
Court, London EC2R 7HJ.
INVESTMENT ANALYST CERTIFICATION
In my role as Research Analyst for Westhouse Securities Limited, I hereby certify that the views about the companies
and their securities discussed in this report are accurately expressed and that I have not received and will not receive
direct or indirect compensation in exchange for expressing specific recommendations or views in this report.
RATINGS SYSTEM
Westhouse Securities Limited uses BUY, HOLD and SELL as its stock rating system to describe its recommendations.
Investors should carefully read the definitions of all ratings used in each research report. In addition, since the research
report contains more complete information concerning the analyst’s views, investors should carefully read the entire
research report and not infer its contents from the rating alone. In any case, ratings (or research) should not be used or
relied upon as investment advice. An investor’s decision to buy or sell a stock should depend on individual circumstances
(such as the investor’s existing holdings) and other considerations.
Ratings are explained as follows:
BUY:

We expect that over the next twelve months the share price will outperform the market by more than
15%. The market is defined as the FTSE All Share Index

HOLD:

We expect that over the next twelve months, the share price will perform between +15% and -15% of
the market defined as the FTSE All Share Index

SELL:

We expect that over the next twelve months the share price will under-perform the market by more than
15%. The market is defined as the FTSE All Share Index

Distribution of Westhouse Securities’ research recommendations:
BUY:

76%

HOLD:

18%

SELL:

6%

OTHER DISCLOSURES
Westhouse publishes the proportion of all recommendations published BUY, HOLD or SELL on a quarterly basis and
the proportion of relevant investments in each category issued by the issuers to which the firm supplied investment
banking services during the previous 12 months.
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INVESTMENT RESEARCH DISCLOSURES
Westhouse Securities Limited, its affiliates and research analysts involved in the preparation of this report have:
Managed or co-managed a public offering of securities of the subject companies mentioned in this
report.
Received compensation for investment banking services from the subject companies mentioned in
this report.
Received compensation for products and services other than investment banking services from the
subject companies mentioned in this report.
Provided or plans to provide investment banking services to, or has an investment banking client
relationship with any of the subject companies covered in this report.
Provided or plans to provide non-investment banking, securities-related services to any of the subject
companies mentioned in this report, or in the past has entered into an agreement to provide
services, or has a client relationship with any of the companies covered in this report.
Westhouse Securities Limited and its affiliates were acting as a market maker in the subject
companies’ securities at the time this research report was published.
Westhouse Securities Limited and its affiliates beneficially own 5% or more of any class of common
equity securities of the subject company.
The research analyst(s) involved in the preparation of this report and any members of their
household have a financial interest in the securities of the subject company or have received any
compensation from investment banking services revenues or from the subject companies in the past
12 months.
The research analyst(s) involved in the preparation of this report or any members of their household
serve as an officer, director, or advisory board member of the subject companies mentioned in this
report.
Any legal or natural person working for Westhouse Securities is involved in the preparation of
research recommendation, receives or purchases shares of the relevant issuer prior to a public
offering of those shares.
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DISCLAIMER
This research report has been published in accordance with our Research Policy which is available on written request
from Westhouse Securities Limited. This report does not provide individually tailored investment advice. It has been
prepared without regard to the individual financial circumstances and objectives of persons who receive it. The
securities discussed in this report may not be suitable for all investors. Westhouse Securities Limited recommends that
investors independently evaluate particular investments and strategies, as the appropriateness of a particular investment
or strategy will depend on an investor’s individual circumstances and objectives. This report is not an offer to buy or sell
any security or to participate in any trading strategy, Westhouse Securities Limited employees and its affiliates not
involved in the preparation of this report may have investments in securities or derivatives of securities of companies
mentioned in this report, and may trade them in ways different from those discussed in this report. Westhouse
Securities Limited makes every effort to use reliable, comprehensive information, but we make no representation that it
is accurate or complete. We have no obligation to tell you when opinions or information in this report change apart
from when we intend to discontinue research coverage of a subject company. With the exception of information
regarding Westhouse Securities Limited, reports prepared by Westhouse Securities Limited research personnel are
based on public information. Facts and views presented in this report have not been reviewed by, and may not reflect
information known to, professionals in other Westhouse Securities Limited business areas or its affiliates. Westhouse
Securities Limited research personnel conduct site visits from time to time but are prohibited from accepting payment
or reimbursement by the company of travel expenses for such visits. The value of and income from your investments
may vary because of changes in interest rates or foreign exchange rates, securities prices or market indexes, operational
or financial conditions of companies or other factors. There may be time limitations on the exercise of options or other
rights in your securities transactions. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Estimates of
future performance are based on assumptions that may not be realised.
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